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Hyperon Particle Physics at the Joint Project

R. E. Mischke, Los Alamos National Laboratory

This pap-er presents a summary of information available on hyperon decays and

some of the relevant physics issues for these decays. It is an updated and expanded
version of a paper that was prepared for the International Workshop on JHF Science in
March, 1998 [1], and is intended to provide background material for, a discussion of a
program in hyperon decay physics at the 50 GeV PS of the Joint Project. The outline
of a possible experiment to measure the asymmetry parameter in the decay A + n~ is
included as an exampIe of the potential to be offered by the Joint Project.

The study of hyperon decays has a history of over 40 years of experimental results.

The static properties of hyperons (masses, magnetic moments) are in relatively good
shape, but much work remains to be done on the decays of hyperons and hyperon
resonances, as has been documented in reviews and conferences [2]. Figure 1 plots the

date of references from the Particle Data Group compilation [3] for the stable hyperons.
While new results appear at a steady rate, many of the earliest results are still the best
available.

An understanding of the spectroscopy of the hyperons will make a major contribu-
tion to understanding the spectrum of baryons. The hadrons are the testing ground
for descriptions of non-perturbative QCD. Much progress is being made in the meson
sector with convincing evidence emerging for non q~ states (glueballs, hybrids). To
make similar progress in the baryon sector will probably entail obtaining essentially a
complete set of all observable, which can then be subjected to a global analysis.

It has long been recognized that introducing a strange quark into hadronic matter
is a valuable tool to remove degeneracies and probe hadronic structure. Thus the study
of hyperons and hypernuclei has been fruitful, but limited by flux and resolution. The
50-GeV PS at the Joint Project will provide much improvement in beams of K mesons
over present facilities, both in flux and beam quality. This new capability may be
utilized to make a significant contribution to the understanding of hadrons.

The decays fall into four categories, three of which are weak transitions (semi-
Ieptonic, non-leptonic, and radiative) and one that is electromagnetic (radiative). A
comprehensive study of all types of hyperon decays is essential to understand the un-
derlying structure and the interrelated contributions from strong, electromagnetic, and
weak interactions. In particular, hyperon decays provide a superb laboratory to probe
the weak interactions of the quarks. This has always been a major thrust area for nu-
clear physics and hyperon ~ decays offer distinct advantages over neutrons and nuclei.

Semi-leptonic Weak Decays

Hyperon ~ decay can be viewed as a generalization of neutrcm ~ decays to systems
containing one or more strange quarks. In addition to the AS = O process encountered
exclusively in the neutron ~ decays, hyperon ~ decay can involve AS = O as well as
AS = 1. A large number of hyperon ~ decays are allowed cinematically, although only
two of them have been studied with reasonable statistics. Unlike the case for neutron @
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Figure 1: Results on hyperon properties vs time. The colors code the hyperon charge:
O (red), + (green), - (blue), and the sum is black.

decay, the momentum transfers in most hyperon /? decays are sizable. Indeed, for many
hyperon ~ decays both the B ~ B’ev electron mode and the B ~ B’pv muon mode
are allowed cinematically. Table 1 contains a list of cinematically allowed /? decays,
together with the Q values and decay rates, where available.

The generalized Conserved Vector Current (CVC) hypothesis together with the
Cabbibo theory, which assumes that the weak hadronic current in hyperon ~ decay is an
SU(3) octet, provides the framework to connect various hyperon ~ decays to the neutron
~ decay. The Cabbibo theory is rather successful for describing the systematic of the

axial-vector/vector form factors, gl /~1, extracted from known hyperon ,B decays. A
stringent test of the Cabbibo theory and the generalized CVC theory requires new data
on yet unobserved decay channels, as well as high statistics asymmetry measurements
using polarized hyperons.

The general form for the weak hadronic currents in hyperon @ decay contains not
only the vector and axial-vector terms, but also the induced weak magnetism (.f2),
induced scalar (~3), induced pseudo-tensor (g2), and the induced pseudo-scalar (g3)
terms. The contributions from j3 and g3 are proportional to (Lfl/llB)2, where MB and
Ml are the masses for the hyperon and charged lepton, and are too small to be observed
in the electron decay modes. However, these terms are no longer negligible in ~ decays
containing a muon in the final state. Such muon decay modes have been observed only
for two cases with very meager statistics [4, 5]. Future experiments on the muon decay
modes could lead to the first determinations of the f3 and g3 terms.



Tablel. Status of neutron andhyperon,ll decays

,.

Decay Mode Q-Val Branching ratio Rate(Exp) No. Evts Note

(MeV) (see-l) (see-’)

1 n-+pe-v
2 A -+pe-v
3 A +J1/L-V

4 Z+ -+ Ae+v
5 .X+ + ne+v
6 E+ + np+v

7 EO + pe-v
8 E“ _+pP-~
9 EO + E+e”v
10 E- + Ae-u
11 E- + ne-v
12 X- + rip-v
13 =“ + X+e-v
14 Eo + x+p-v
15 E“ -+ pe-v
16 so -+ 13~-V

17 E“ + X-e+v
18 EO + X–p+.v

19 z- + Ae–v
20 E- + Ap–v
21 E- + EOe–v
22 z- + ,ZOp-v
23 E- + E“e–v
24 Z- -+ ne–v
25 E- + rip-v
26 Q- + ne-v
27 W + rip-v
28 Q- + Ae-v
29 !d- + A/-L-V
30 Q- + Ee-v

31 n- +’ Pp-v

320- + Z“e-v
330- + Zop-v

0.783
176.9
71.8
73.2

249.3
144.2
253.8
148.6
266.9
81.2

257.4
152.2
125.0

19.9
376.1
271.0
167.0
11.8

205.1
100.0
128.3
23.1
5.91

381.2
276.1
732.4
627.2
556.3
451.1
479.4
374.2
357.0
251.9

100%
(8.32 * 0.14) X 10-4
(1.57 + 0.35)x 10-4

(2.0 + 0.5)x 10-5
<5 x 10–6
<3 x 10–’

—
—

(5.73 + 0.;7) x 10-’
(1.017 + .03) x 10-’

(4.5 * 0.4) x 10-’
(2.7 * 0.4) X 10-4

(2.6 + 0.3) X 10-6
<1.3 x 10–3
<1.3 x 10-3
<9 x 10–’
<9 x 10–’

(5.63 * 0.31) X 10-4
(3.5 + 3.5) x 10-4
(8.7 * 1.7) X 10-5

<8 X 10–4

<2.3 X 10–3
: <3.2 X 10–4.,

<0.015
—

—

—

—

—

—

(5.6 & 2.8) X 10-3
—

0.11 X10-2
0.32 X 107
0.60 X 106
0.25 X 106

<0.63 X 105
<0.38 X 106

—
—
—

0.39 x 106
0.69 X 107
0.30x 107

<0.38 X 107

<0.38 X 107

<0.45 x 107
<0.45 x 107
<0.31 x 107
<0.31 x 107

0.34 x 107
0.21 x 107
0.53 x 106

<0.49 x 107
<0.14 x 108
<0.20 x 108
<0.92 X 108

—
—
—

—
—

0.36 X 108
—

>106
5 x 104

28
21
—
—
—
—
—

1842
6 X 104

174
—

—
—
—
—
—

2868
1

154
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

14
—

AS’ # AQ
AS # AQ

tiny BR
tiny BR
tiny BR

LS=2
AS=2

As # AQ
AS # AQ

AS=2
AS=2
AS=3
AS=3
AS=2
AS=2

AS=2
AS=2

There have been several attempts to isolate the weak-magnetism term (j2) in the
hyperon ~ decays. The generalized CVC! provides specific predictions for j2/fl, which
are expressed as linear combinations of the proton and neutron anomalous magnetic
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moments. Two existing measurements [6, 7] of the ~z term in the A + pe– v decay give

conflicting results, while the most sensitive measurement [8] on X– + ne– v indicates a
deviation from the prediction of CVC. The most sensitive observable for isolating the
contribution from weak-magnetism is the energy spectrum of the charged Iepton [9].
The existing measmernents of the electron spectra suffer the uncertainties of radiative
corrections. The muon decay modes offer an important alternative since the radiative
corrections are small.

From the existing hyperon /3 decay data, one can perform a global fit to obtain the
parameters F’ and D, which are the irreducible matrix elements for the axial-vector
form factor, gl. An important link exists between the Ellis-Jaffe Sum Rule, [10] which
describes the first moment of the proton spin-dependent structure function gl (z), and
the values of F’ and D. With the increasing accuracy achieved in the recent polarized
structure function experiments, an accurate determination of F and D is needed for
a stringent test of the Ellis-Jaffe Sum Rule. An outstanding puzzle [11] is that the F
and D values deduced from the AS = O decays (n -+ pe - v, X+ + Ae+v, X- + Ae-v)
are very different from the values deduced from the AS = 1 decays. This suggests a
breakdown of the Cabbibo theory caused by the SU(3) symmetry breaking. Further
experiment al data on the AS = O Z+ + Ae+ v, E– + Ae– v decays would be very
desirable to combine with the value of F + D from neutron decay without needing. to
include AS = 1 decays.

The extraction of the gl /jl ratios (and the E’ and D values) was usually done
under the assumption that the second-class current, g2, vanishes in hyperon /3 decays.
This assumption is only valid under SU(3) symmetry, and experimental data on the
X- -+ ne-v decay indicated a sizable non-zero g2 term [8]. If the presence of a large
g2 term is confirmed, the values for the currently accepted gl/jl and F and D will be
significantly modified. Future experiments using polarized hyperons are needed to pin
down the importance of the second-class current in hyperon @ decays.

There exist some measurements to determine the triple-correlation coefficient in the
A + pe-v and the ,X- + ne’- v decays [8, 12]. A non-zero value for this coefficient
would be evidence for time-reversal violation. There was also a search for the non-
standard Scalar and Tensor i@eractions in hyperon /3 decays [12, 13]. It is clear that
the hyperon ~ decay can provide an independent means to search for physics beyond
the Standard Model, but the rhost promising method to search for such effects remains
to be identified.

Another benefit of improved measurements of the parameters in semi-leptonic decay
will be an improved determination of the CKM matrix element Vu~. Already a new
analysis [14] of the pattern of S-U(3) symmetry breaking in the semi-leptonic form factors
within the I/IVC expansion has yielded a value of Vu$in agreement with that from Ke3
decays and with comparable error. Additional data should permit a reduction in the
theoretical errors, which
decays.

To illustrate just how
in hyperon semi-leptonic

currently dominate the determination of Vus from hyperon

limited is the current coverage of the possible measurements
decays, the available data are summarized in Table 2. The



(~ indicates a measurement (with no threshold cut for quality) and the < indicates
an upper limit. There have been only two recent additions: two decay modes have

now been observed by KTeV [15]. They are the decay S0 -+ X+e–v with a preliminary
branching ratio of 3x10-4 andEO + X+p-v with a preliminary branching ratio of

3 x 10-6.

Table2. 13xperimental information on hyperon ~decays

Rare or Forbidden Decay Modes

A subset of the semi-leptonic decays, together with a few additions are singled out
for listing in Table 3 as rare or forbidden decay modes. None of these decays have been
observed. Hyperon decays in this category are especially useful as probes for physics
beyond the standard model [16]. In addition, some modes are very sensitive precision
tests of the electroweak standard model or of strong contributions to weak decays. The
decays include lepton flavor violating, AS # AQ,AS = 2, and flavor changing neutral
current modes.

Electromagnetic Hyperon Decays

Much less information is currently available for the electromagnetic radiative tran-
sitions than for the radiative decays of the “stable” hyperons, which (necessarily) are
weak transitions. To study the electromagnetic transitions, hyperon states can be pro-
duced via strong or electromagnetic production and observed to decay. Alternatively,
the technique of using the Primakoff effect is available for transitions where the mass
difference between the initial and final states is not too large.
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A recent paper [17] summarizes the predictions of a variety of models for the
radiative widths relative to that for A + IVv. The predictions vary widely and it
appeais that if data were available for several transitions at the level of 10% or better
that would be adequate precision t: discriminate among models.

Even the easiest of these decays, 2° + AT, has its rate determined only at the
level of 10%, using the Primakoff effect. Of the first three excited hyperon states,
radiative transitions have been observed for less than half of the allowed transitions.
Transitions between excited states are expected to be rare. The transitions from the

A(1405) sampled only the portion of the phase space above the KN mass and have been
corrected.

Table 3. Status of rare or forbidden hyperon decays

Decay Mode Type Branching ratio Limit

SQ (AS # AQ)
SQ

S1 (weak neutral current)
SQ
SQ

S2 (AS = 2)
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2

L (lepton flavor violation)

SQ
SQ
S2

<5 x 10-6
<3 x 10–5
<7 x 10–6
<9 x 10–4
<9 x 10–4
<4 x 10–5

<1.3 x 10–3
<1.3 x 10–3
<1.9 x 10+’
<3.2 X 10–3
<1.5 x 10–2
<4 x 10–4

<4 x 10–4
<4 x 10–4
<4 x 10–4

<1.9 x 10–4

The current status for these states is given in Table 4. In the next few years new
data are expected. An experiment at JLab [21] expects a total signal of lK to 3K
counts for A(1520), A(1405), and Z(1385) to AT. The backgrounds from Z + AT
have been estimated, but other sources of background are not well estimated and the
normalization technique is not addressed in the proposal. Some information on the
decay A(1690) + AT will come from E914 at BNL (Crystal Ball) [22]. However, this
is not the primary focus of the experiment and there is no information in the proposal
on expected rates or backgrounds.
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Table 4. Status of electromagnetic hyperon decays

Decay Mode Width B. R. No. Evts Reference

(KeV)

A(1520) + Ay 150 * 30 .008 268 Mast et al. [18]

A(1520) + ET
A(1520) + A(1405)7
A(1520) + Z(1385)~
A(1405) + Ay 27&8 .0005 100 Whitehouse/Burkhart [19]

A(1405) + xv 10+4 .0002 500 Whitehouse/Burkhart [19]

X(1385) + Ay
Z(1385)- + ~-~ <12 SELEX [20]

Two high-energy experiments (SELEX [23] and COMPASS [24]) have plans to study
transitions such as E* + E? by the Primakoff effect. The SELEX experiment has
already run at FNAL, and has reported an upper limit for the decay X(1385)– + E-y
of less than 12 KeV. The CO MP.ASS experiment will run at CERN in a few years and
the proposal claims that data will be collected on the Z* + Dy with a healthy cross
section and low background.

Radiative Weak Hyperon Decays

For the weak radiative decays, much attention has been paid to the asymmetry
parameter, which for X + py is large and negative, contrary to naive assumptions.
The experimental observation is not fully understood in spite of many theoretical papers
addressing the subject. (Jenkins, et al. [25], Zenczykowski [26], Azimov [27], Singer [28],
Nielsen et al. [29], Bos et al. [30], and Zenczykowski [31]). Measurements of the rates
and asymmetries of additional weak radiative modes will be useful in testing theoretical
ideas.

The process has been considered at both the hadron level and the quark level. The
models discussed in various reviews include the pole model, vector dominance, quark
models (single quark and di-quark transitions), penguin diagrams, QCD sum rules, and
chiral perturbation theory. Essentially all models agree with some of the data, but no
model is consistent with all of the data. (See Fig. 2.) This emphasizes the need for
high quality data for the branching ratio and asymmetry for all accessible decay modes.

Table 5 shows that only one of these modes has been studied with high statistics.
Even the A + n~ mode, which ranks second for number of events observed, has no
information about the asymmetry.
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Figure 2: Predicted asymmetry for hyperon weak radiative decay modes for a few
representative models. Available data are shown with error bars.

Table 5. Status of radiative weak hyperon decays

Decay Mode B. R. (10-3) Asymmetry No. Evts Reference

A+ny 1.75 + 0.15
Z+p’y 1.20 i 0.06

EO+ Ay 1.06&0.12
0.94 + 0.03

:0 + .Z~ 3.56 * 0.42
3.0 * 0.2

E“ + xv 0.12 + 0.02
Q- + E-7 <0.46

1816 Larson, et al. [32]

31901 Timm et al. [33]
–0.72 * 0.09 34754 Foucher et al. [34]

0.43 * 0.44 116 James et al. [35]
1100 KTeV (prelim) [15]

0.2 * 0.3 85 Teige et al. [36]
KTeV (prelim) [15]

1.0+ 1.3 211 Dubbs et al. [37]
Albuquerque et al. [38]

Additional information on these modes will come from E871 [39] at FNAL including
the possible first observation of the decay fl + ET. However, the proposal does not
indicate the level of improvement to be expected. Recent results from KTeV [15] have
significantly reduced the error on the branching ratios for two modes. These are E“ +
AT with a branching ratio of [0.94 ~ 0.03) x 10-3 and EO + E? with a branching ratio
of (3.0 + 0.2) x 10–3.
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Non-leptonic Decays

The branching ratios and asymmetry parameters for the non-leptonic hyperon de-
cay modes are summarized in Table 6. It can be seen that the information about these
decays is inrelatively good shape. The same can’t besaid for the theoretical under-
sta.nding of the P-wave amplitudes [40]. One possible area for experimental work would

be to improve the measurements of the #Jangle, which is zero (or 180 deg) in the absence
of time-reversal violation.

Table 6. Status of non-leptonic hyperon decays

Decay Mode Branching Ratio c1 4 (deg) No. Evts

A + pK- 0.639 * 0.005
0.358 * 0.005
0.516 * 0.003
0.483 * 0.003

0.99848 & 0.00005
0.9954 + 0.0005

0.99887 * 0.000035
0.678 * 0.007
0.236 * 0.007
0.086 ● 0.004

0.64 * 0.01 –74C4 20K
(1.01 + 0.07)CL
–0.98+ 0.02 36& 34 1259
(0.07+ O.Ol)~o 167+20 1614
–0.068+ 0.008 10+ 15 2477
–0.264+ 0.013 21 * 12 1537
–0.293 * 0.007 4&4 44K
–0.026 * 0.026

0.09 + 0.14
0.05 + 0.21

Hyperon Decay Program at the Joint Project

In each of the above sections, information about current experiments that may
provide information about hyperon decays was included. It can be seen that there are
several experiments at the major accelerator facilities that address hyperon decays, but
no comprehensive program. This presents an excellent opportunity for such a program
to be considered at Joint Project. The high-intensity beams of r, K, and p beams
from the 50 GeV PS will allow experiments to be designed that optimize the properties
of the hyperons being studied. The expected fluxes of hyperons are impressive. For
example, assuming a beam of 8 x 106 K– /s at 1 - 2 GeV/c, the total production rate
of As will be 1.4 x 106/s and for 0– the flux will be 1.6 x 102. With these fluxes,
it is possible to envision experiments with samples of 109 hyperon decays in 107 sec
runs. Pion beams offer the potential of even higher fluxes and higher polarization of
the produced hyperons, but at the price of the hyperons being a smaller fraction of the
cross section.

To investigate a specific example of a candidate for a hyperon experiment, a mea-
surement of the asymmetry parameter for A + n~ has been chosen. Although n, K,
and p beams may be considered for A production, only the reaction K–p + An” has
been modeled thus far. Assuming advertised rates, the yield would be about 500/sec
A + n~ events. This reaction features an all-neutral final state. However, using a To
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for tagging requires sorting out y’s, which isn’t easy. There are severaI processes with
significant cross sections and all neutral final states. These are listed in Table 7. Note
that all of the background processes have more than 3 ~s in”the final state.

Table 7. Important all-neutral schemes for A + my

reaction Xsect mode fraction gammas freq

Ar-p + nKO 6.1 mb KO + n“mo 0.5*.31 4 215
K-p + ATO 2.5 A + mr” .358 4 204
K-p + Ax” 2.5 A+rvy .0017 3 1
K-p -+ Xm” 0.7 E + Ay, A + n~” 1. * .358 5 57

K-p + XnO 0.7 E + AT, A + n~ 1. * .0017 4 0.3

A 47r photon detector is essential to reject these background modes with more than
3 ys. The simulation assumed 100% detection efficiency for ~s with E > 10 MeV.
Fortunately, much of the solid angle does not need good position and energy resolution
for the photon because most of the ones of interest go forward. The detector was
assumed to have an energy resolution of ~E = 2.7% and a position resolution of OZ
= 1 cm. Four choices of incident momenta were used, and a subset of the results are
shown. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed missing mass of the neutron for those events
with only 3 detected vs. The upper plot is for for a beam momentum of 1 GeV/c and
the lower plot is for 4 GeV/c. The A + n~ signal is centered at the neutron mass, but
it is buried under the background processes.

Thus additional information is required to separate signal from background. Figure
4 shows that it is sufficient to detect the neutron angle, but not to measure its energy.
Distributions are shown for the signal and for the dominant background from A + nn”
decay. Again the upper plots are the results for 1 GeV/c and the lower plots are
for 4 GeV/c. The right-hand plots show the number of events vs neutron angle for
the projection of a band of events from the 2D plots. The band is centered at a
missing mass corresponding to the neutron mass. At the lower momentum there is
good signal/background at small neutron angles and for the high momentum there is a
separation of signal and background for large neutron angles.

Much additional work is required to design a real experiment, but at this level the
potential can be estimated. Assuming an overall detection efficiency of 10% and 10%
polarization, the asymmetry parameter could be measured to 0.4% in 106 sec. This
could be a very successful first element for a program of hyperon physics at the Joint
Project.
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Figure 3: Neutron missing mass from three detected photons. The three distributions
that overlap the neutron mass are Z + my (blue, smallest), A + ny (red, middle), and
A + rm” (purple, largest).
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